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hi, can u help me, i have a lenovo b5400, i tried to install windows on a new m.2 ssd but now im stuck on a boot menu/app menu panel and my laptop wont recognize any usb port or cd/dvd so i cant not boot to
install the os again, i think is a bios problem, i tried to download the file for the bios from lenovo web site but i cant unzip the file j7uj59ww.exe, i need some help i dont have more money for a new laptop and i

need it for the school, sorry for my bad english the cmos battery is faulty so it needs replaced. i would do this with the laptop itself for your convenience, but you can also pull out the battery, remove the
motherboard and remove all cables from the motherboard, then replace the battery with a new one. this will leave your computer working without the motherboard and cables. but be aware that this battery

backup may not be sufficient for a long time, if you decide to do this. * for a laptop, turn off your computer. * find the battery battery connector pins. * disconnect the battery from the computer. * flip the battery
over and reconnect it. * make sure the battery connector pins line up * now flip the laptop back on. configure for sharing usb devices such as a printer/scanner * open device manager * click the plus sign in the

lower right corner of the window to select > add/remove hardware * in the search type > usb devices * click on the result and follow the instructions. you can log on your pc and you will be able to see all the
drivers that are already installed on your computer. if you press ctrl and f it will search for the driver, and when you find it it will show all the information about it. you can see the version of the driver you have,

the location and the file name.
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10. Select the start menu option "F-11" to enter to BIOS options.
(Lets says Recovery) >11. You should now be at a screen that has

the recovery mode. Follow the instructions on the screen of the
recovery to start the WIncrisis. (Emphasis on the word stress.) The

update went well, and my laptop came back to life. The BIOS
update utility I downloaded has a nice user interface, but it

doesn’t appear to support Windows 7 at all, only Windows Vista. If
you have similar problems to my own, you may want to find a

BIOS update utility that’s compatible with Windows 7. Helloi need
to have an activation key for my laptop, it has been 'bricked' after
some software update. The manufacturer activation only supports

activation via chinese website. I downloaded a wcrisis recovery
disk and i can see the critical image file. The file is

c40154-1.img.zip (the.img file is inside the zip). I extracted the
critical img file and it's a wph file. The.wph file is called

c40154-2.wph. After copying the image file to usb flash drive
(using Chosun and windows 7 live CDs), I inserted it into the lap
top and pressed the F12. The bios was flashed successfully and I

was able to boot the win 7 live CD. When I try to boot the.iso file it
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didn't do anything. What should I do next? I downloaded a
windows recovery.iso file (named as win7-recovery.iso) from
wikipedia, and i also tried to use remastersys to make a win7

recovery disk, but the result was the same as first attempt. Please
help. 5ec8ef588b
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